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ABSTRACT
The paper covers the perception experience by the author of the three following heritage rehabilitation cases:
• *Wisdom Temple in Beijing.*
  This temple complex became successively an electronics factory, a vacant place and an art gallery with restaurant. All traces of previous uses are clearly recognizable.
• *Jingdezhen Porcelain Factory.*
  Part of the Jingdezhen Porcelain City of China, the factory became vacant. Its rehabilitation, as a Beijing Tsinghua Univ. project (Prof Zhang Jie) included the creation of a porcelain museum, keeping parts of the original kilns.
• *Jinan lake restoration.*
  Part of the 1000 springs lake, filled in and restored as part of a Beijing Tsinghua Univ. Project (Prof. Zhang Jie) it includes new canals and streets adorned with works of art and urban furniture.
1. Wisdom Temple in Beijing

This temple complex became successively an electronics factory, a vacant place and an art gallery with restaurant. All traces of previous uses are clearly recognizable.
Entrance court.
Transition space to the factory part and modern addition.
Former electronics factory.
Factory space side view.
Back to the court and contemporary addition.
New addition, gallery and restaurant.
Western example
Ter Kameren Abdij restoration, Brussels.
2. Jingdezhen Porcelain Factory

Part of the Jingdezhen Porcelain City of China, the factory became vacant. Its rehabilitation, as a Tsinghua Univ. project (Prof Zhang Jie) included the creation of a porcelain museum, keeping parts of the original kilns.
Jingdezhen Ceramic Art Avenue, orientation map.
Entrance of the Ceramic Art Avenue.
Ceramic Art Gallery.
Former kilns.
Spaces for new activities.
World Heritages reference.
Western example
Middleport Pottery, Stoke-on-Trent, UK, restored as a working place.
3. Jinan lake restoration

Part of the 1000 springs lake, filled in and restored as part of a Beijing Tsinghua Univ. Project (Prof. Zhang Jie) it includes new canals and streets adorned with works of art and urban furniture.
Original Temple site and moat.
Tourist boats.
Courtyard built around a spring.
Daming Lake restored scenic area: Qiuliou House and Garden, Liuming Ju.
Entrance of the Qiuliu House.
Qiuliu Garden.
View from Qiuliu Garden.
Overall East Lake view.
Western example
Woluwe Park and Lake, Brussels.